we offer two ways to order prints

option 1

economy direct to print services
Just upload and order. Our economy print service takes your self-prepared images and sends them
directly through our printers. Because we do not review, color correct or otherwise prepare these files
on our end before printing, this service allows us to provide high end prints for a very low cost. A great
option for those familiar with color-correcting and preparing their own files for printing on different
materials, sizes and finishes. This service can also be used for inexpensive reprints of previously
prepared files.

option 2

custom pro prints
Add Pro Services to your order to insure the perfect print every time. Our team will review your file and
discuss your requirements personally via phone or email. We will advise, up-size, color-correct, prepare,
clean, proof, and print your file for any material and finish you choose. Also a great way to learn about
the printing process since each paper, size, material and finish will produce a slightly different result,
if you are less familiar with preparing, sizing and printing your own files, our custom prints are the
perfect choice.
Once we have sized, prepped and printed your file, you may use the corrected file to re-order inexpensive copies
of your image at any time through our Economy Direct-to-Print Services.
If you have any question with regard to how our Pro Services or Economy Print services work, please email us at
Service@PrintVogue.com

c-type & giclée prints
For unmounted prints

For mounted or framed prints

a printed proof will be mailed for prints 12x12
and larger. For smaller prints, a digital proof
will be sent with the option to add a printed
proof for $12.

you will be mailed a printed proof for review.
Additional proofs are $12 each, or you can opt
for a $12 proof with no custom services.

metal and canvas prints

C-Type proofs: 5x5 or 5x7
Giclée proofs: 4x4 or 4x6

A digital proof is included in the pro service charge and will be sent for your approval. You may add 4x4
or 4x6 printed metal proof(s) for $20 or 5x7 canvas proofs for $35 as needed.

specialty prints
Neo-Ambros and Neo-Daguerreos have a pro service charge built into the cost of the print. Once you
have printed a neo-ambro or neo-daguerreo you will receive the corrected file which you can use at a
later date for 25% off the cost of reprints at any time.

re-printing
Once you are happy with your proof, we will ship you the final print along with the digital file: corrected,
sized and prepped for the surface you chose. Use this corrected file to order inexpensive re-prints of
your image at any time via our economy direct-to-print service.

